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AutoRABIT is an end-to-end release management suite for streamlining and accelerating 
the development and release of Salesforce applications. With its out-of-the box features,
AutoRABIT streamlines the complete release process for the entire team and helps 
organizations in implementing Continuous Integration as a practice for Salesforce teams.

With AutoRABIT in place, development teams can work in their Orgs/Sandbox and trigger AutoRABIT cycles that automate 
the build, packaging, and test execution for their Salesforce applications.

A typical end-to-end release automation process flow with AutoRABIT is depicted below:

About AutoRABIT

AutoRABIT functionality

Developer(s) work(s) on his/their requirement(s) [Sandboxes/Orgs or Version Control]

Developer triggers an AutoRABIT cycle that enables feedback for the change effected.

AutoRABIT build agent fetches the changes, and packages the metadata into an archive. 

AutoRABIT deployment agent ensures the metadata is deployed into a destination Org/Sandbox, unit tests are run, and 

code-coverage report is generated.

AutoRABIT test agent runs the configured automation tests in QTP, Selenium, JMeter, etc., and generates a dashboard 

report.

Successful builds can be promoted to multiple release environments with one-click.

Salesforce advanced data loader component can be used to schedule and perform data loading of multiple objects at once, 

along with their relationships.

An ALM aggregator fetches all the key information from various ALM systems such as Jira, Quality Center, etc., and updates 

a central project dashboard, along with test results.
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AutoRABIT automates the process of packaging and deployment of Salesforce applications from a source SF Org or a Version 
Control System such as SVN/GIT into a destination sandbox/Org, which saves a lot of manual effort.

In addition to Continuous Integration (CI) driven automated deployments into test environments for the developer changes, 
AutoRABIT also has a ‘one-click’ promotion of builds into various release environments like QA, UAT, Staging, and Production.

Promotion of successful builds to various release environments is always challenging and time-consuming.  AutoRABIT’s 
one-click promotion enables promotion of metadata of a successful build into various release environments, and runs the test 
cases for sanity check of the promoted build.

To promote a build, one has to choose the sandbox name, release environment, and click ‘Promote’.

The promotion of the build can be either full-promotion or custom promotion of selected metadata.

With “Org Compare” reduce the time taken for promotion to see the difference between source and the destination 
Orgs/sandboxes. The changes that have been made to the metadata are shown in two different color codes, for changes that 
exist only in the source org and changes that exist in both source and destination.

Metadata Deployment

Promotion of Builds

In case of full deployment, the metadata of the destination Org/sandbox is cleaned up and the metadata deployment is done 
from the selected build cycle into the destination.

Full Deployment

Selective deployment is handy in case of certain features being developed completely in the sandbox and they can progress to 
testing without waiting for other features that are “work-in-progress”. With this feature, only the selected objects are deployed. 

Selective Deployment

Key Features of AutoRABIT

Note: Dependencies among the selected objects need to be taken care of by the teams themselves due to performance considerations.
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Changes are made to the destination Org during the deployments (full & selective). If the deployment fails or has some func-
tional issues, (the issues maybe in the application or due to the failure/success of a build), you have an option to revert back to 
the original metadata. 

Sandbox Back-up & Restore

AutoRABIT provides version control support and change analysis for Salesforce applications with out-of-box support for 
Subversion, GIT, Perforce, etc., achieving visibility into every change that happens in the sandbox/SF Org.

Change Analysis component in AutoRABIT provides details of authors, files that are modified/added/deleted, line(s) of code 
modified in each object/file and the detailed diff reports of each modification, showing changes from the last build cycle to the 
current cycle. 

AutoRABIT can be configured to fetch the changes from any Version Control System as part of an automated build cycle, or it 
can also fetch the changes from Sandbox and commit them into the Version Control System for change analysis.

Version Control Support

AutoRABIT supports execution of automated tests on various test automation tools such as QTP, Selenium, JMeter , SoapUI  
Load runner “out of the box”.  

Test Automation Support
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ALM aggregated project dashboard is one of the most powerful and most used features of AutoRABIT. Project Dashboard 
enables development teams discuss all the open items in the team – be it the requirements, the list of blockers logged in the 
previous day’s integration testing, the automated results or the results of the functional test run from the test case manage-
ment as uploaded by the QA team. All the results are aggregated in the ALM dashboard, thus making AutoRABIT work like a 
thorough team system, enabling the team stand-ups to be all the more effective.

ALM Aggregated Project Dashboard

AutoRABIT has built-in adapters for executing various types of functional test automation tools such as Selenium, QTP, etc., so 
that the detailed reports can be generated out-of-the box. There is an option to “create a ticket” for every test case that has 
failed. The context of the test failure like exception details, etc., will be automatically provided to the ticket and can be logged 
straight into the ALM system such as JIRA and Redmine, if configured with the respective AutoRABIT project.

Functional Test Results

AutoRABIT generates Code Coverage Report, with details about Apex Class Coverage; Test Coverage with details about 
warnings and failures. The tests that can be run in the AutoRABIT cycle are also configurable.

Code Coverage Report
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AutoRABIT’s advanced data loader has many additional features that make it better and easier to use than the traditional 
data loader.

Advantages of Data Loader Pro:

Sandbox Management

Cloud-based data loader with scheduling capabilities

Web-based tool, so there are no issues of platform dependencies

Supports Circular References

Objects are extracted from source sandbox and transferred to the destination in a single step

Data Integrity Check: Checks for data integrity between source and destination

Error Reporting: Detailed reporting of any failure at the time of data loader operation

 History of Data Loading Operations: The results are available as history so that you can view the results in the future

Supports Owner ID transfer

Supports user lookup transfer

Supports chatter data migration

Parent-child relationship is preserved.

Synchronizes the records in source sandbox with that of the records in the target sandbox.

Keeps the corresponding records of those present in the source sandbox and 

deletes the remaining records from the target sandbox. 

All the records that will be deleted from target sandbox will be displayed during the operation and 

you have an option to unselect some of the records if you find them necessary to be present in the target sandbox.
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